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VALOORES in'Banking

					
					
						[image: valoores Group]
					

					
						VALOORES Group 30+ years of expertise with Tier 1 clients in Retail, Banking, Government, Multimedia, Education								

					Video
					Demo
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						in'profit drives a company’s profitability. Rich, intelligent & compliant to international standards are in’Profit’s bread and butter.								

					Video
					Demo
					Document
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						in’Debt Collection & Recovery 
						
							VALOORES’ in’Debt Collection and Recovery enables collection departments to manage and control all stages of the collection process. Its primary goal is to help banks improve the recovered amounts while optimizing collection costs.
					

					Video
					Demo
					Document
					More
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						FATCA VALOORES’ FATCA solution allows you to assess customer risks; meet regulatory requirements and improve overall customer relationships

								

					Video
					Demo
					Document
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						in'AML 
						
							VALOORES’ AML solution provides an enterprise platform enabling efficient detection, investigation, and reporting of
							suspected money laundering and terrorist financing activity.
						
								
					

					Video
					Demo
					Document
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						KYC 
						
							VALOORES' KYC Solution allows you to assess customer risks; meet regulatory requirements and improve
							overall customer relationships while providing cost-effective to identify and prevent financial crimes.
						
								
					

					Document
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						in'Analytica 
						
							Predictive analytics and forecasting are becoming more essential for organizations due to high competitive markets.

						
						
					

					Video
					Demo
					Document
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						VALOORES Financial Services 
						
							streamline and automate finance, compliance to regulations, forecast, controls and profitability management;

						
			
					

					Video
					Demo
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						in'Balance Sheet 
						
							is the deep study of a a statement of the assets, liabilities, and capital of a Bank at a particular point in time,
							detailing the balance of income and expenditure over the preceding period.

						
			
					

					Video
					Demo
					Document
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						in'GRC helps you reach your goals, to allow your organization to be fully prepared for unpredictable events								

					Video
					Demo
					Document
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						IFRS9 
						
							VALOORES IFRS9 is built on a logical, single classification and measurement approach for financial assets

						
				
					

					Video
					Demo
					Document
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						BOB Testimonial
						The following message can be used in order to reflect the image proposed in the case study of BoB Finance:
						"in' Payments allows organizations improve the efficiency of their day to day provided services". 
					

					Video
					Document
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						in'Kernel 
						manages the workforce, fortify diversity, automate processes while maintaining task traceability to	reinforce accountability								
					

					Video
					Demo
					Document
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						in'Deals 
						
							revolutionizes the retailing world & maximizes the retailers’ profit margins by empowering and granting them more
							control over their negotiations with Vendors.
						
						
					

					Video
					Demo
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						in'Cash Flow 
						
							Cash flow is used to assess the quality of a company's income, that is, how liquid it is, which can indicate whether
.							the company is positioned to remain solvent
						
						
					

					Document
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						in’Income Statement 
						
							An income statement is a financial statement that reports a company's financial performance over a specific  period.
						

					

					Document
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						in'Payment Services 
						
							Financial services are the economic services provided by the finance industry. It aims to increase their market share in order to reach the majority of a population.
						

					

					Document
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						in'FC - EFM 
						
							Financial institutions are working hard
to fight financial crime and bank fraud,
driven by demands to protect their
assets, as well as by regulatory compliance.
						

					

					Document
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						in'ALM 
						
							VALOORES Financial Services Asset Liability Management (ALM) helps financial services institutions measure and monitor interest rate risk, liquidity risk, and foreign currency risk.
						

					

					Document
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						VALOORES Insurance Solutions 
						
							allow clients to transform their insurance business and engage a new generation of consumers,
							deploy new products, and expand into new lines.		
						

					

					Video
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						in'Claims Management 
						
							VALOORES in’Claims Management delivers an enterprise wide claims platform that helps carriers dramatically
							improve claims efficiency and lower claims adjusting costs while improving customer satisfaction.	
						

					

					Document
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						in'Data Foundation 
						
							VALOORES’s leadership in insurance demonstrates an unparalleled depth and breadth of analytical expertise to
							help insurers bring order to your data chaos.
						
						
					

					Document
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						in'Revenue Management 
						
							Delivers a best-in-class solution that is functionally rich, easily upgradeable, and highly efficient for
							insurance companies of all sizes and lines of business.
						
						
					

					Document
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						in'Calculation Engine 
						
							VALOORES Insurance Calculation Engine (VICE) is a rules-based product configuration tool that enables carriers to
							achieve agile business practices without the need to acquire a full policy administration solution.
						
						
					

					Document
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						in'Policy Administration 
						
							VALOORES Insurance Policy Administration for Life and Annuity is a highly-flexible, rules-based policy administration
							solution that supports policy issue, billing, collections, policy processing, and claims in a single system.
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						in'Entreprise Rating 
						
							Accurate rates mean getting the right products to the right people at the right time. With VALOORES Insurance Enterprise Rating—the adaptive, 
							centralized rating solution for product management and premium calculation
						
						
					

					Document
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						in'CRM Insurance 
						
							With VALOORES’ In’CRM Insurance Solution, you can grow distribution revenues and improve agent loyalty.Our solution is one of the first 
							Software as a Service (SaaS) CRM solutions designed specifically for insurance professionals.
						
						
					

					Document
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						in'Data Exchange 
						
							VALOORES’ in’Data Exchange revolutionizes data distribution in the insurance industry. With in’Data Exchange, real-time data is securely
							exchanged among carriers, producers, and third party service providers through a single touch point		
						

					

					Document
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						in’Document Manager 
						
							With VALOORES in’Document Manager, you can manage all of them with a single powerful solution. in’Document Manager enables insurers to
							dynamically create, manage, publish and deliver adaptive enterprise content throughout the insurance business lifecycle.	
						

					

					Document
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						in’GRC Insurance 
						
							One of the biggest bottlenecks in getting new insurance products to market is the process of preparing and submitting filings
							to regulatory bodies. The longer it takes to prepare and receive approval on a new product, the more revenue opportunities are lost.
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               “It takes 20 years to build a reputation and few minutes of cyber-incident to ruin it.” 


               

			 
		

            
         
         
            
               VALOOES in'Cybersecurity

               
                  
                     
                        
                           					
                           Overview

                           
                              For companies, the days of being able to take a hope-for-the-best approach to cybersecurity are over. Companies that maintain client data cannot afford to get by with minimal security measures that no longer work against evolving threats.
                              

                              The internet has made the world smaller in many ways but it has also opened us up to influences that have never before been so varied and so challenging. As fast as security grew, the hacking world grew faster.  There are two ways of looking at the issue of cyber security. One is that the companies that provide cloud computing do that and only that so these companies will be extremely well secured with the latest in cutting edge encryption technology.
                              


                              VALOORES can bring your organization’s cybersecurity up to the high standards that larger-sized firms are held to. Our unique mix of services and hands-on approach to working with clients provides you with peace of mind that your business is secure, always.
							  

							  VALOORES Cybersecurity is partnering with specialized firms like “VERACODE” to navigate cyber related risks. For instance, “VERACODE” is used to improve the security of the customer’s web, mobile, and third party enterprise applications, with products and services like static analysis, penetration testing, third party vendor security, remediation coaching and security program management, all of which enable businesses to identify, understand and respond to threats quickly.
							  


							  VALOORES Academy also partners with customers to improve education in this area, and develop a talent pool of cyber professionals. Information sharing and R&D are used to support policy development.
						   

                        

                        
                           
                              
                                 
                                    Why do we need Cybersecurity?

                                    The range of operations of cyber security involves protecting information and systems from major cyber threats. These threats take many forms. As a result, keeping pace with cyber security strategy and operations can be a challenge, particularly in government and enterprise networks where, in their most innovative form. Some of the common threats are: 
									

									
Cyber Terrorism: It is the innovative use of information technology by terrorist groups to further their political agenda.  It took the form of attacks on networks, computer systems and telecommunication infrastructures.
									

									
Cyber Warefare: It involves nation-states using information technology to go through something another nation’s networks to cause damage. Cyber warfare attacks are primarily executed by hackers who are well-trained in use of benefit the quality of details computer networks, and operate under the favorable and support of nation-states. Rather than closing a targets key networks, a cyber-warfare attack may force to put into a situation into networks to compromise valuable data, degrade communications, impair such infrastructural services as transportation and medical services, or interrupt commerce
									

									
Cyber Espionage: It is the practice of using information technology to obtain secret information without permission from its owners or holders. It is the most often used to gain strategic, economic, military advantage, and is conducted using cracking techniques and malware.
									

									
VALOORES Cybersecurity services can help preventing cyber-attacks, data breaches and identity theft and can aid in risk management. When an organization has a strong sense of network security and an effective incident response plan, it is better able to prevent serious attacks. 
									

									The use of VALOORES Cybersecurity services will keep the companies up, with new technologies, security trends and threat intelligence. 
									

									
However, it should be in order to protect information and other assets from cyber threats, which take many forms. 
									

                                    	Ransom ware is a type of malware that involves an attacker locking the victim's computer system files typically through encryption and demanding a payment to decrypt and unlock them
	Malware is any file or program used to harm a computer user, such as worms, computer viruses, Trojan horses and spyware
	Social engineering is an attack that relies on human interaction to trick users into breaking security procedures in order to gain sensitive information that is typically protected
	Phishing is a form of fraud where fraudulent emails are sent that resemble emails from reputable sources; however, the intention of these emails is to steal sensitive data, such as credit card or login information.


                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    How Your Business Can Benefit from VALOORES Cyber Security Services?

                                    	
									   It Can Protect Your Business – VALOORES can provide comprehensive digital protection to your business. This will allow your employees to surf the internet as and when they need, and ensure that they aren’t at risk from potential threats.
									   
	
									   Protects Personal Info – One of the most valuable commodities in the digital age is personal information. If a virus is able to obtain personal information regarding your employees or customers, they are quite capable of selling that information on, or even using it to steal their money.
									   
	
									   Allows Employees to Work Safely – If your system, or even individual computers, become infected this can really hamper their productivity and even force you to replace computers.
									   
	
									   Protects Productivity – Viruses can slow down personal computers to a crawl, and make working on them practically impossible. This can cause a lot of wasted time for your employees, and can often bring your entire business to a standstill.
									   
	
									   Stop Your Website from Going Down – As a business, the chances are you’re hosting your own website. If your system becomes infected, there is a very real chance that your website be forced to shut down. This means that not only will you be losing money from missed transactions, but you will also lose customer trust and certain viruses can often do lasting damage to a system.
									   
	
									   Denies Spyware – Spyware is a form of cyber infection which is designed to spy on your computer actions, and relay that information back to the cyber-criminal. VALOORES cyber security firewall, can prevent this spyware from taking effect and ensure that your employees’ actions remain private and confidential within your workplace.
									   
	
									   Prevents Adware – Adware is a form of computer virus which fills your computer with advertisements and is fairly common. However, all these adverts can really have an impact on productivity and can often allow other viruses to enter your computer once you’ve accidentally clicked on them.
									   
	
									   A Consolidated Solution – The very best kinds of IT security for your business will offer a comprehensive solution to protect against a diverse range of issues. Ideally, your security needs to include a firewall, anti-virus, anti-spam, wireless security and online content filtration. Discover how your business can benefit from a layered security approach with Fortinet Security Fabric.
									   
	
									   Support Your IT Expert – It might be unpleasant to hear, but most cyber-criminals will have much more experience than your average employee when it comes to digital crime. The best IT security systems can provide your team with the features and support that they need to effectively fight against even the most determined criminal.
									   
	
									   Inspire Confidence in Your Customers– If you can prove that your business is effectively protected against all kinds of cyber threats, you can inspire trust in your customers and clients. They will then feel more confident when purchasing your products or using of your services.
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                                          Thanks for requesting your Offline Application! The login account will be sent to your email.  
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                                                Please fill the form and send us your request to see our offline application in action, or you can Login if you already have the username and password.
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